Exploration PEPR application – 12-month period

Calyptortrynchus funereus

Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoo

Vulnerable

Corcorax melanorhamphos

White-winged Chough

Rare

Falcunculus frontatus

Crested Shriketit

Rare

Trichosurus vulpecula

Common Brushtail Possum

Rare

Note:

NPW Act conservation status includes extinct, endangered, vulnerable, threatened and rare.
EPBC Act listings include extinct, extinct in he wild, critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable and conserva ion dependent.

Environmentally sensitive locations
Are there any environmentally sensitive locations within or close to the proposed exploration area (e.g. areas having Yes
particular ecological, cultural, scientific, aesthetic or conservation value)? If yes, provide a description of identified
environmentally sensitive location(s). Mark these areas on a locality plan to identify any areas of conflict so that
access roads or other activities can be planned and located effectively.

☒

No ☐

An EPBC Act Referral was submitted to the federal Department for the Environment and Energy for the entire proposed Bird in H and Gold
Project, this was primarily focussed on the nationally listed species the Stiff White Spider-orchid. This included the proposed Managed Aquifer
Recharge scheme with an aquifer reinjection bore within the Bluegum Woodland and a review of the constructed Bird in Hand groundwater
model. On the 7th February, the federal Government declared that the project was deemed to not be a controlled action. Notification is included
in Appendix E.
A population of the nationally endangered orchid, the Stiff White Spider-orchid (Caladenid rigida) is found to the far east of Reefton road within
the Native Vegetation Heritage Agreement area. No access is required to this area, which will be flagged off as well as being surrounded by
dense vegetation. A map of where the Caladenia has been found is included in Figure 30.
Environmentally sensitive locations are outlined in Figure 29:


Native Vegetation Heritage Agreement area, HA1555 on



Riparian zones (existing access tracks Figure 6 and Figure 7)

Heritage location:
The chimney and flue of the Lone Hand Gold Mine located on Terramin’s property is a registered site:
State Heritage ID 12863
Heritage Number 15253
The Lone Hand chimney and flue are shown in Figure 8. No access is required within the vicinity of the chimney.
Environmental and cultural sensitive locations are shown on Figure 29.
Proposed access to drill sites are shown on Figure 31.
A second chimney and its tailings dam are located in the work area which belonged to the Ridge Gold Mine. The chimney is located on
property
, Figure 19. The chimney is located 70m from the closest point from the access track. The chimney and the tailings dam
can be seen in a photograph Figure 10 taken in 1887 and more recently in Figure 9, no impacts to the chimneys or dam are anticipated.
Are you likely to impact on the environmentally sensitive area? If yes, detail the l kely effects the proposed program
may have.

Yes

☒

No ☐

See Appendix C for a report on the benefits of water reinjection in this area around the Native Vegetation Heritage Agreement Area (positive
impact).
No clearance of vegetation is required. Access to drillsite 2 is along formed tracks or cleared fire access areas in consultation with the
landowner. Drillsite 2 has been surveyed by drilling contractors who are confident they can access the area without clearance of native
vegetation. Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate that the proposed areas are cleared.
Noise generated by drilling may temporarily displace birds. Strategies to be used include to minimise impact on the birds are;

Drill rigs and support trucks may be track mounted or small enough to avoid vegetation clearance, and above ground sumps to be
used at location 2 only (pending drilling contractor selection)

No drilling to be undertaken on catastrophic fire ban days and no work that may create sparks on fire ban days as bushfires have
negative impacts on woodland birds


Operation of drillrig will be on single shift consisting of 6 days a week (Mon to Sat) from 7.30am to 5.30pm.
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Terrain immediately to the south of Drillsite 1A is steep and access to flatter land further south is
restricted by a deeply incised creek.

Of particular interest is the opportunity to determine whether the valley located 150m to the north of the Drillsite
1A (Figure 34) which has a similar orientation to the Hanging Wall and Footwall Fracture Zones is also the result
of a fracture zone with a similar dip to those fractures, Figure 35. Due to the depth at which this fracture zone is
anticipated to be intersected (~200m) it is expected that the fractures will be tight and therefore not permeable.
However, understandings gained from the diamond tail will determine if this fracture zone is worth targeting
closer to surface for future water injection bores.
Subject to the hydrogeological conditions intercepted in the percussion (upper) part of the bore the cored (lower)
section of the bore will be undertaken after the constant rate discharge tests have been completed. Terramin’s
current intention is to utilize a multipurpose drill rig that can undertake both percussion and diamond drilling. This
will enable the same rig to undertake the installation of the reinjection bores and upon completion of the injection
bores the drilling of the diamond core tail. The cored section of the bore will in part be grouted, to a depth to be
determined upon completion of the coring and after consultation with the hydrogeologists and driller.
If optioned, a conceptual image of the diamond tail installed below the injection bore is below:

Drillsite preparation
If exploration drilling activities are proposed, describe the methods used to prepare sites, including vegetation
clearance requirements, site levelling and digging of sumps.
No native endemic vegetation will be cleared. Sites will be surveyed by Terramin’s Environmental superintendent and the landowner as part of
site works SWP prior to drillsite preparation. Some pruning and /or dead tree branch removal will need to take place near a drill pad at site 2
and this will be undertaken under supervision of Terramin and the landowner,
Topsoil will be stripped and stockpiled prior to drilling, then replaced during rehabilitation of the sumps and drillpads. Si te 2 will have the topsoil
excavated during drillpad levelling stored at the Goldwyn property on a clean cement pad or clean plastic liner.
Where required, commercially acquired cleanfill gravel will be imported to fill any diverts in the existing unformed tracks at site 1 and 3.
Existing access track conditions for site 1 consist of a gravelled unformed track which converts to an existing dirt unformed track which in the
main is covered with perennial pasture vegetation. There is a limited risk of bogging in this track as it is an existing form ed access track. The
overland track extends for 380 metres to site 1A and 160 metres to site 1B.
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Site 2 access track is a formally graded dirt road which has limited risk of bogging.
Site 3 has an existing unformed track to within approximately 100 metres of the site.
All areas of earthworks undertaken will have temporary sediment traps (silt fencing and/or haybales) installed down slope to reduce or eliminate
any sediment travel in heavy rainfall events.
Sites will be levelled using a bobcat or excavator. Sumps will be excavated and lined with plastic at drillsites 1 and 3. The one small sump at
drillsite 2 will be hand dug, this is to catch water produced during drilling and provide a pump sump. The excavator will not be used at drillsite 2.
Drillsite 1 and 3 are located on land cleared for grazing - Figure 1 (drillsite 1), Figure 5 (drillsite 3). Typical excavated sumps lined with plastic
will be utilised at these locations.
Drill sites will be surrounded by silt traps (silt fencing and/or haybales) to prevent sedimentation from surface water flows from entering or
exiting each site during a high rainfall event.
Drillsite 2 is located on an existing cleared unformed access track, and will use a small hand dug sump (1m x 3m x 0.5m) prior to being pumped
into above ground sumps or water tanks. Minimal site preparation will be required, topsoil will be removed and stored offsite in a weed free area
on Goldwyn. See Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4.
If the initial pilot hole east of Reefton road is not suitable, an alternate location is already identified with the landholder, a second pilot hole and
if suitable an investigation (injection) hole will be drilled and equipped to the west of Reefton road, as shown in Figure 25. If the 3rd DWENR
well permit is used to the west of Reefton road a small hand dug sump will be dug (1m x 3m x 0.5m), topsoil will be removed but no levelling or
imported fill will be used. Access will be by an existing gate to the west of Reefton road and an existing unformed track.
Some native grasses and small ground layer species in the vicinity. For this reason, no earthmoving apart from topsoil removal or vegetation
clearance will occur as part of the drilling program; cuttings and drilling fluids will not be allowed to contaminate the site and surrounds and the
drillsite boundary is clearly flagged and drilling personnel do not use the area beyond the flagging for any purpose. Vehicles and personnel
footwear should be well cleaned to avoid introducing weeds and plant pathogens into the site.
All drill cuttings will be removed.
All water produced from the drilling and pump testing will be piped off site to
dams and/or Goldwyn’s property holding tank and
irrigation network. This is to minimise artificial wetting and soil erosion. Piping will be layflat and HDPE, HDPE pipework will be permanently
constructed under Reefton road, subject to Adelaide Hills council approval.
No new material will be added to the site (eg gravel, sand) and a 5 year weed monitoring and management program will be implemented to
ensure no weeds have been introduced by this work. Reseeding of disturbed areas will be with direct seeding of locally occurring native
grasses.
Terramin will contribute $2500 in 2018 and $2500 in 2019 to assist in funding translocation of the nationally endangered Caladenia rigida
population from Adelaide Botanic Gardens to the site on
land to improve the future viability of this population.
To reduce the footprint, the laydown area for additional equipment will be located at Terramin’s property at 192 Pfeiffer Road and transported to
each site on an as needs basis.
To negate the risk of introducing or spreading phytopthora, all machinery and vehicles must go through the Pre-Inspection checklist prior to
entry onsite and vehicles and shoes will be sprayed with a disinfection/fungicide, Figure 15, prior to entry and departure.
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Water supply and management
Will camp and/or drilling water be required? If yes, describe how and where water will be sourced for drilling, track
maintenance and camping purposes (e.g. groundwater, surface water, mains). Provide details on the volume of
water required and how wastewater or runoff water will be managed.

Yes

☒

No ☐

Water is not required for this proposed drilling method (with the exception of the diamond tail at drillsite 1A). If water is required for track
maintenance (dust suppression), it will be purchased from SA Water or obtained from Terramin’s existing licenced groundwater supply at 192
Pfeiffer road, Woodside (Figure 14) and be carted to each drill site utilising Terramin’s water truck. Drill sites will be surrounded by silt traps (silt
fencing and/or haybales) to prevent sedimentation from surface water flows from entering or exiting each site during a high rainfall event.
Terramin have an existing SA Water mains water line and water tank on the property which hosts drillsite 1A, which is where the diamond t ail is
proposed. Water supply for a diamond rig will be via layflat or HDPE pipeline or supplied via Terramin’s water truck.
Management of groundwater produced from the drilling and subsequent step & constant rate testing will be piped to storage dams, or tanks and
when these are capacities are full pumping will cease. Disposal of water via irrigation of vegetation using the existing irri gation network is a
component of the water management. Adelaide Hills Council has approved the construction of a pipeline under Reefton road – the design has
been included in Appendix H.
Groundwater produced during drilling, well development, step test and constant rate discharge testwork are not required to have a
groundwater allocation as these activities are part of investigation well test works. Government has previously advised that water produced
during investigations do not require a water allocation.

If surface water will be used as a water source and/or if mineral drillholes will be used as a water supply well,
Yes
indicate if a licence for water extraction/usage is required (refer to relevant Natural Resources Management water
allocation plan available on the DEWNR website)? If yes, attach a copy of the licence. Where a licence has not been
obtained, include a statement confirming a licence will be obtained before the extraction and/or usage of water.

☐

No ☒

Wells will be assessed for suitability as drainage wells via the DEWNR drainage well licence process. Advice from DEWNR during the 2014
pump test program was that no licence for water volumes is required as part of groundwater investigation works.

Groundwater and drilling investigation activities
Will any water bores be required and/or water investigation activities (e.g. Yes ☒
pump testing, water monitoring sites, water storage, turkey nests/dams) be No ☐
conducted? If yes, describe the water drilling and investigation activities,
including site preparation, vegetation clearance, and safety and
maintenance requirements.

Overview
The suitability of the Fractured Rock Aquifer (FRA) to undergo MAR will be investigated in three stages


Stage 1 will focus on drilling investigations to identify structural targets for MAR.



Stage 2 will involve a series of short term pumping tests to evaluate the aquifer characteristics and inform the design of a
proposed injection trial (in terms of sustainable injection rates and duration)



Stage 3 will involve injection trials to provide definitive information about the feasibility of the FRA to undergo MAR and
manage groundwater over the proposed mine life.

This EPEPR focuses on Stage one and two investigations only. The nature of stage three investigations (in terms of injection
location, rates and duration) will depend on the outcomes of stage one and two. Stage three investigation will be determined at the
competition of stage two and in consultation with DPC and DEWNR.
The 3 investigation (injection) wells will be used for re-injection during any approved mining operation, thus they will be constructed
as such, ie pressure grouted to an appropriate depth. Advice will be sought from the DEW Drilling inspector.

Target aquifer
The proposed wells are positioned around the proposed mine and will target the FRA, which comprises of the Cox Sandstone (CS), Tarcowie
Siltstone (TS) Brighton Limestone (BL) and Tapley Hill Formation (TH), which are vertically connected. Not all geological uni ts will be
intercepted at all sites. Table 4 shows target geology and expected hydrogeological conditions (based on information contained in AGT, 2017)
Location of investigation sites in Figure 16. Drillsite 1A is preferred location, drillsite 1B is a backup location if initial piezometer at 1A does not
produce results conducive to reinjection.

Table 4. Summary of investigation sites:
Drill site

Aquifer

Depth to water (m bgl)

Expected Salinity
(mg/L)

Site 1A

FRA - TS

15 - 25

900 - 1200
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Site 2

FRA - TS

45 - 60

900 - 1200

Site 3

FRA - TH

15

900 - 1200

Site 1B

FRA - TS

25 - 45

900 - 1200

5 – 10
5 – 10
5 – 10

Drilling – Stage 1
Overview
Drilling will commence with the drilling of slim-line pilot wells at each site (Site 1 to 3 on Figure 16) to identify structural targets and evaluate
aquifer yield and groundwater salinity. The information gained from the pilot well drilling will be used to inform the best l ocation(s) and design of
larger diameter injections wells, which are needed for more rigorous pumping and injection testing.
The pilot wells will be completed as monitoring wells and will later assume the role of a monitoring well during the pumping / injection tests.
Information obtained from the monitoring well is considered to be more representative of aquifer response, than those measured from the
pumped well.
The anticipated drilling program will include:



Drill and construct slim-line 100 mm pilot wells at each site (Figure 16).
Subject to the outcomes of the pilot wells, drill and construct larger diameter injection wells 200 mm diameter) potentially at all sites
for more rigorous hydraulic testing, outlined in Well Construction below.

Well Construction
All wells will be drilled and constructed in accordance with minimum Construction Requirements for Water Bores in Australia. Drilling will be
undertaken using conventional air hammer drilling. One of the major advantages of air hammer drilling is that water bearing zones and water
quality (salinity) can be instantly identified when formation water is discharged with the drill cuttings
Pilot holes converted to monitoring wells



The pilot well will be drilled to a nominal target depth 150 m. In some cases (where the upper Cox sandstone units are is present), a
pre-collar may need to be installed (to case off broken ground conditions). The pre collar will comprise of either Class 12 or 18 PVC
or steel and be pressure cemented in place (cemented to surface). Followed by open-hole completion through competent rock.
If ground conditions are competent, pre-collar casing may not be required and the well will be completed with 50 mm diameter Class
12 or 18 PVC, with gravel pack followed by cement seal to surface.

Investigation (Injection) wells
The information gained during the pilot well drilling will be used to inform the locations and design of the larger diameter investigation (test
injection) wells. The wells will comprise of a series of surface casing and pre collar casing, nominal depths and diameters are proposed but
may vary according to ground conditions.




Surface casing to 5-10 m cemented in place
Drill to accommodate 200 mm diameter pre-collar casing (class 12 or 18 PVC or steel) to nominal depths of 50 to 100 m, pressure
cemented in place.
Drill 150 mm diameter open-hole (production interval) to a nominal depth of 150 m.

Water management during drilling
Groundwater produced during the drilling process will be contained on site and transferred to either larger storage dams or managed using
Terramin’s irrigation network. Estimates of water volumes produced during drilling are provided in Table 5 for each site location, together with
the water storage options and capacity. Experience from the 2014 drilling of 5 investigation bores shows that a holding dam with a 2 ML
capacity contained all the water produced during drilling and development of these bores. Additional water storage in 2014, the Petaluma dam,
was only required for the 6 day pump test at a rate of 17L/s. Terramin do not have access to the Petaluma dam in 2018.
The following outlines the proposed water management strategy:






Water produced during drilling will be contained on site in excavated sumps (drillsites 1 and 3) or above ground sumps
(drillsite 2) to reduce turbidity and iron if present.
Water will then be treated through disc filters to meet the Environment Protection (Water Quality) Policy 2015 to meet stock
water guidelines as required.
Water quality will be tested for pH, EC, TDS and turbidity.
Water will be transferred from the sumps to private landholder dams or into Terramin’s irrigation network (on Goldwyn).
The groundwater produced during drilling is expected to have a salinity of 900 – 1,200 ppm TDS, the Inverbrackie creek
when tested in quarter 1 and 2 in 2018 recorded a salinity that varied between 905 and 2320 ppm TDS see APPENDIX I, all
groundwater produced will be monitored to ensure salinity is within the EPA water policy 2015, Environmental values primary industries irrigation and general water uses limit. Note – in general the groundwater is cleaner than surface water
within the catchment.

It is estimated that each bore will yield between 5 to 10 L/s (producing 0.3 to 0.6 ML per bore, assuming water is lifted for 6 hours a day x 2
days per bore). If yields significantly above water storage capacity are encountered during the drilling of pilot wells (prior to anticipated depth),
the well will be considered to meet its objective and can be terminated.
Once all bores have been drilled the sumps will be cleaned out utilising a licenced waste disposal contractor with a waste water truck prior to
the airlift test. The air lift test will utilise the sumps and available dam(s) as required.
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Figure 2. Drillsite 2. Facing west.

Figure 3. Drillsite 2. Bore 1 and Bore 2 locations
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Figure 15. Phytophthora kit for spraying shoes and light equipment
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Figure 17. Study area showing Inverbrackie Sub catchment and surface geology.
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Figure 27. Existing access road at drillsite 2 - historic cadastral plan providing evidence that proposed location is
in fact located in an existing cleared access track
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Figure 28 . Geotechnical testpit soil analysis
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Figure 35. Bird-in-Hand cross section 309250E fracture zone (MGA Zone 54, GDA 94)
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